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Although the results obtained in the main text show a clear learnt ability for the bees to correctly identify the operations "add one" and "subtract one", over 100 appetitiveaversive conditioning choices, the mechanism by which these rules are learnt is much harder but important (28) to ascertain. In particular, the averaged population results presented earlier mask the fact that each individual bee must learn at a different rate conditioned either by the random presentation of stimuli and/or by individual differences in cognitive abilities. This effect is accounted for in the main manuscript by the use of random effect of individual in our statistical modelling for both the training phase and the testing phase, but the understanding of decision making at an individual level is also important for understanding processes which we additionally consider below.
The complexity of the addition/subtraction task is difficult, and requires the bee to identify several steps before a correct determination of the result is obtained. These steps include at least the following:
1)
The output ports of the Y-maze correspond to a 'solution'
2) One of the 'solutions' is correct, the other incorrect
3) The input port is connected to the solution identified above
4)
The number of symbols at the input relates to the number in the solution
5)
Colour denotes the operation plus one or minus one Operations 4) and 5) can likely not be solved independently of each other.
As the bee attempts to negotiate this highly complex space, it is likely that she applies certain investigative behaviours in attempting to achieve a solution. Accordingly it is not surprising that we sometimes find bees achieving results worse than chance during the acquisition stage (see individual results below in Fig. S2 ). For example, a bee may first try to always choose one direction in the Y-maze, or try to choose the higher number presented before determining the correct strategy required for solving the addition and subtraction tasks.
It is also likely that the bee's learning is strongly influenced by the (presumably random)
choices that the bee initially makes.
Another important factor is that the appetitive-aversive conditioning applied in the current experiment likely provides more feedback than appetitive-only conditioning. Appetitiveonly conditioning provides a positive outcome for the correct result, but no outcome for an incorrect result. Conversely, appetitive-aversive conditioning provides an outcome for both correct and incorrect results, thereby providing more feedback to the bee, which may be significant in the ability of the bee to learn the task (31).
In the present experiment, if the bee makes an incorrect choice, then it is allowed to subsequently visit the solution and thus experience the correct option associated with sucrose. This is important to retain motivation with appetitive-aversive conditioning (31), but also permits more information to enable exploratory learning over multiple trials. In such a case, the bee learns that the incorrect choice is aversive and costly while also learning the correct choice is rewarding. This provides the bee with more information to assist in their development of the addition/subtraction rules above what is expected for a correct choice.
To highlight the individuality of the learning curves of the bees, here we show the full results, bee by bee, of the addition/subtraction experiments. We assume that an unconditioned bee in the Y-maze is likely to make random choices. Hence we perform a
Bayesian analysis of the experimental data, treating the bee choices as a biased coin, where the bias indicates the degree to which the task has been learnt. A random outcome is identified by a bias of 0.5, whereas a bee solving the task perfectly results in a bias of 1.0. A consistently anti-correlated result would result in a bias less than 0.5.
To determine each individual bee's ability, we seek the effective bias B eff of the bee on the basis of a certain number of experiments, n t , which is less than the total number of experiments to take into account the change in the bee's understanding of the arithmetic task through the experiment. There are two results, "Success" and "Failure", to which we assign the numerical values 1 and 0 respectively. The Bayesian approach allows the determination of the probability of the bee succeeding in the arithmetic task, which is the posterior probability.
Fig . S2A -n shows the Bayesian determined bias for each of the bees, averaged over n t = 10 trials (except for the first 10 experiments, which were evaluated with respect to all previous experiments). The Bayesian analysis allows for bias probability from 0 to 1 with 101 levels (i.e. B eff = 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, …, 1.00) and the colour bar shows the probability of that bias determined by the Bayesian update. The red line superimposed on the colour plot shows the conventional running average of the last 10 trials, which accords with the maximum bias probability as expected. The lower plot in each of the figures shows the bees actual results for each trial.
The individual traces show a considerable amount of noise, which highlights that although the addition/subtraction task is certainly learnt, it is not learnt to perfect accuracy, nor is it immediately obvious when the bee has learnt the task (Figs. S2A -N) . We had initially expected that the individual bee performance would indicate an 'aha!' moment (40), which would manifest in a significant and sustained increase in performance at a given experiment. Again, although the population averaged result clearly shows progressive learning (Fig. 2) , individual performance shows bees with initially successful results that can only be due to chance (see for example Fig. S2I ), or drops in performance (see for example Fig. S2C ). Longer term statistics are necessary to determine the extent to which the bees are able to retain, although given the complexity of the learning task, it is difficult to conduct such an experiment without the confounding effects of studies on the same individual for more than one day. experiments, which were evaluated with respect to all previous experiments). The Bayesian analysis allows for bias probability from 0 to 1 with 101 levels (i.e. B eff = 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, …, 1.00) and the colour bar shows the probability of that bias determined by the Bayesian update. The red line superimposed on the colour plot shows the conventional running average of the last 10 trials, which accords with the maximum bias probability as expected. The lower plot in each of the figures shows the bees actual results for each trial.
